DEEP COVER MISTER™

Help protect your plants using the portable, rechargeable Rainmaker Deep Cover
Mister™. When used as directed, this handheld, battery-operated mister is designed
to effectively and evenly apply treatments against insects, mites and diseases in
greenhouses, indoor grow rooms and outdoor gardens. By creating high-speed
airflow, this mister gently agitates leaves so that product can better penetrate
into the canopy. This helps ensure coverage on the bottom of leaves, where most
common pump sprayers can’t reach. Cold-fogging technology atomizes particles
to deliver a fine mist up to 15 feet (optimal spraying distance is 3 feet to 8 feet)
to coat your plants with micro droplets for thorough contact, without potentially
harmful dripping or pooling. The result is pest and disease control with less effort
and in less time than it takes to use a traditional pump sprayer.
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APPLICATIONS:
The Rainmaker Deep Cover Mister™ is designed to effectively
and evenly apply treatments against insects, mites and diseases
in greenhouses, indoor grow rooms and outdoor gardens.

MAXIMUM
SPRAY DISTANCE

15 ft

TANK CAPACITY

1 Liter (32 oz)

BATTERY SPECS

18 V, 5 Ah

PRODUCT OUTPUT RATE

160 mL/min

COVERAGE PER CHARGE

Up to 20,000 sq ft

2 hr

PRODUCT USE

*Use only liquid products intended for use with
this type of device and always follow chemical
manufacturer’s instructions

CERTIFICATIONS

ETL/FCC

LIMITED WARRANTY

1 year

PRODUCT SIZE

466 mm x 256 mm x 172 mm
18.5 in x 10 in x 6.75 in

PRODUCT WEIGHT

2.7 kg (6 lb) empty
3.7 kg (8.2 lb) full

BATTERY
RUN TIME
BATTERY
CHARGE TIME

25+ minutes

Liquid pesticide products*

When purchased from an authorized Hawthorne dealer, this product is covered by a LIMITED WARRANTY available at hawthornegc.com/warranties. You can also obtain the Terms of Sale and
Limited Warranty by calling Hawthorne toll-free at: 1-888-478-6544 or writing Hawthorne at: Hawthorne Hydroponics LLC, 3204 NW 38th Circle, Vancouver, WA 98660, Attn: Customer Service.

